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President’s Message
 2015? Really? Already?

2014 flew by. 

The #NccptTransformMe contest 
is on! 

Enter all your clients. It’s free to 
enter. The cutoff date is the week of 

February 15th.

Just go to https://www.facebook.com/NCCPT. You 
and one of your clients can win $5000 in cash ($2500 
each), plus additional prizes.

 Here’s how it works:

• It’s FREE to enter.

• Enter as many clients as you want.

• The contest begins January1st and ends on 
March 31st, 2015

Each week you must email three photos of your client 
to TransformMe@nccpt.com

To win additional weekly prizes you can post 
a photo of your clients on our facebook page,                       
#NccptTransformMe

Make sure the photo demonstrates the client’s phy-
sique. We want to be able to witness and judge the 
transformation.

You must email photos of your clients weekly, with a 
minimum of six weeks to win.

Use this as a marketing tool to recruit and moti-
vate clients to shed their “winter coats.” If you 
win, you’ll receive $2500, your client receives 
$2500 and you both win additional prizes. Along 
the way, we will bring you special offers on our 
Facebook page to help your clients reach their 
fitness goals.

Chere Lucett wrote an article to help you keep 
your clients committed to progress through the 
sweet temptations that come with the holidays. 

The NCCPT Indoor Cycling Certification is 
here! This is a great way to expand your clientele 
and its not hard on your body! Our Group X guru, 
Debra Weldon went undercover to experience 
some indoor cycling studios. I think you’ll find it 
interesting what she discovered.

Our Featured Personal Trainer is Steven Wong. 
Check out his lifelong commitment to health and 
fitness. 

In this issue we have two CEU articles. Check out 
the great article on the shoulder by Fitness Expert 
Chris Gellert, PT, MMusc & Sports Physio, MPT, 
CSCS,AMS and “The Importance of Biomechan-
ics in Exercise Instruction”  by our director of 
education, Tom Delong.

Enter the coupon code for a discount: MINUS10

I look forward to seeing all your clients’ transfor-
mations on Facebook!

Stay fit,

John Platero

https://www.facebook.com/NCCPT




From The NCCPT

Pick the amount and the flavors you want

    Provide a proprietary formula of herbs, vitamins, key amino 
acids, and folic acids. Contains no sugar, 0-2 g carbs, and only 
8-16 calories* per can. Are available in 11 delicious flavors – 
two are caffeine free.

There is only one shirt that will provide you with the 
water repellent and breathable qualities in a UPF 50+ 
sun protection fabric. Combine this amazing propri-
etary fabric with a no itch tagless care and content 
label and you have a winner that will help save your 
skin as the winter approaches. Available in variety of 
colors and sized from X-Small through 3X-Large. 

NCCPT   HOOdies

More

More

NCCPT 
Personal Trainer Certification Workshop

Get hands-on----

Upcoming Locations:

Jan17th, Newbury Park, CA
Jan17th, West Chester, OH
Jan 21th,  Scottsdale, AZ
Jan 24st, Aliso Viejo, CA

Sign Me Up!

http://www.amway.com/Shop/Product/Product.aspx/XS-Energy-Drinks?itemno=219&dsNav=N:4294966625&pwsID=JohnPlatero
http://www.nccpt.com/store/products/pro-fit-long-sleeve-compression-shirt-nylon-lycra/1569
http://www.amway.com/Shop/Product/Product.aspx/XS-Energy-Drinks?itemno=219&dsNav=N:4294966625&pwsID=JohnPlatero
http://www.amway.com/Shop/Product/Product.aspx/XS-Energy-Drinks?itemno=219&dsNav=N:4294966625&pwsID=JohnPlatero
http://www.nccpt.com/store/products/pro-fit-long-sleeve-compression-shirt-nylon-lycra/1569
http://www.nccpt.com/store/products/pro-fit-long-sleeve-compression-shirt-nylon-lycra/1569
http://www.amway.com/Shop/Product/Product.aspx/Nutrilite-Double-X-Vitamin-Mineral-Phytonutrient?itemno=A4300&pwsID=JohnPlatero
http://www.nccpt.com/store/products/purple-nccpt-t-shirt/1639
http://www.nccpt.com/store/products/dryshirt-hoodie-black/1601
http://www.nccpt.com/store/products/dryshirt-hoodie-black/1601
http://www.nccpt.com/continuing-education/workshops
http://www.nccpt.com/live-workshops
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http://www.nccpt.com/live-workshops
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http://nccpt.com/transform-me
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Challenge
WINNER

TRANSFORM Me 

TRANSFORM ME CHALLENGE WINNERS

By Hamed Hamad

Transform Me Contestant Winner Teddi Kurth from 
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma!  

What is your background in fitness?  “I’ve worked out 
off and on since I was 18, but never super athletic.”

How was your health and/or diet prior to the contest?   
“I have always struggled with eating healthy. I’d usu-
ally eat a lot of fast food, I love ice cream!  At my last 
physical for work, (I’m a nurse) my blood pressure 
was high and the doctor thought I might need blood 
pressure medicine.”

What motivated you to get into the contest?  “I really 
wanted to maintain a healthy lifestyle and stop the 
roller coaster effect of weight loss I’ve been going 
through most of my adult life.”

With our New Year’s resolutions burning holes in 
our brand-new running shorts pockets and the NC-
CPT Transform Me Challenge officially underway, 
the NCCPT thought to give you a little inspiration to 
help you shed those extra pounds and really trans-
form. Here are interviews with our past winners: 

 Who was and/ or is your trainer?  “Sean Barger.”

Why did you pick this trainer?  “It was actually by 
accident. The trainer I was supposed to work with 
no-showed on me and I was pretty terrified of train-
ing.  Just as I was about to run out of the building 
the fitness manager approached me to have Sean 
start working with me. We definitely make a great 
team!” 

What were your challenges in the contest? (family, 
kids, health, time, etc.)

“My challenges were getting to the gym for early 
morning cardio, meal prep, making time for every-
thing. I’m a single mom. I have a 10 year old son 
Nikolas. I also have a high stress, intense job in 
Medical Informatics at a hospital.” 

Teddi Kurth and Mike Wyatt. Just like you, they 
struggled with time, kids, and motivation. If you 
commit to your workouts and eating right, may-
be you can win big, just like them.   

Lost: 28 lbs.
Lost: 7.1% Body Fat

Teddi Kurth with trainer Sean Barger
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Round 2

WINNER
Mike Wyatt
By Hamed Hamad

An interview with NCCPT’s Transform Me Challenge 
Contestant Winner Mike Wyatt from Crestview, Flori-
da!  

Ever since he was a kid, Mike was the typical 
all-American boy who enjoyed being physically active, 
playing basketball and football in school.  His diet, 
however, was not always the best.  He ate whatev-
er he desired, mainly because high level sports and 
being active allowed Mike’s body to afford whatever 
he ate.  

Shortly after joining the Navy, Mike had to move from 
his hometown of Lexington, Kentucky to Pearl Harbor, 
Hawaii, where he was stationed.  Even though the 
move was drastic and far, he luckily met his future 
trainer and wife, Joanna, as she was completing her 
last year at BYU of Hawaii.  

After Mike and Joanna got married, Mike’s diet habits 
remained the same until years later when he hurt his 
knee in November of 2013, while working out at his 
job.  He was doing sprints and heard a pop, right be-
fore a pain went down his knee.  It was a partial tear 

Will you keep going into the next contest?  “I plan to 
keep training and have not reached my goal weight/
body fat.  I’ll focus on those things and healthy eat-
ing over the long term.”  

What have you learned from this experience?  “I am 
way more competitive than I realized. Box jumps 
are a lot like life - visualize success, take a risk, and 
do it (even though you feel like someone glued your 
feet to the floor with duck-tape). You’ll crash some-
times (this has happened to me, I’ve got the scars 
on my shins to prove it) but just get back up on that 

box!”  

What are your plans after the contest is over?  “I 
have plans to get a personal training certification in 
the future. I find myself wanting to learn more and 
more about fitness. It’s amazing to see the changes 
in your body. More than anything I’ve learned that a 
big part of fitness is mental. And I know I can ac-
complish anything!” 

Lost: 29 lbs.
Lost: 14% Body Fat
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in the meniscus, which luckily required no surgery.  
But due to the standstill, Mike gained 20lbs in no 
time. Realizing that he had to do something about 
it, he began walking on a steady incline for cardio 
eventually increasing the walk up to a slow jog for 
an hour long, five days a week.

Mike made a decision to be healthier by turning 
to Joanna for help and choosing her as his formal 
trainer, not only for workout regimens, but also for 
proper diet guidance.  Aside from being his wife, 
he says, “I chose Joanna because after having two 
babies and losing weight fast, she was the best 
trainer out there for me.”  And that is exactly when 
the fitness duo took over the competition.  

Even though the motivation was there, the competi-
tion did not come easy.  Mike was not only working 
full time and going to school, he had to wake up at 
3:15am in order to squeeze in his daily workouts.  
And to crunch time even more, he would pack his 
meals for work, a week at a time, just so he did not 
succumb to eating out.  From gradual cardio, to 
weights and self-discipline, Mike was in it for the 
long-run!  His training involved five hours of cardio 
each week and lifting weights six days a week, 
where each session lasted 45 minutes long.  

At first, weight training was really fun, but once 
he started cutting back on carbs about half way 
through the transformation, it became a lot harder 
getting through the workouts.  Bench pressing was 
Mike’s favorite exercise because he saw the most 
gains in weight from the beginning to the end.  He 
started by lifting 95 lbs. and got up to 215 lbs. at 
the end.  His least favorite workout were squats, 
mainly due to the challenge to keep good form and 
posture.  Now, Mike says his form is finally where it 
should be but it has been a struggle to get it there. 
Joanna had to work with him a lot on this exercise 
to get him doing it the right way.  

As time progressed, Mike was not only appreciative of 
the way his body looked, but also of how profound a 
proper diet can be.  He learned that some of the foods 
he thought were good for him were actually not.   For 
instance, Mike knew that chicken could be good for 
you, but it was the sauces and condiments that added 
countless calories to his diet.  Plus, the most import-
ant thing he learned was about carbohydrates and 
the kinds that were good and bad, such as rice.  So 
Joanna began guiding Mike and he now loves eating 
Quinoa, brown rice, oatmeal and a fair share of vege-
tables.  Mike says he was in the competition to win, but 
to maintain that win for years to come.  The more he 
looked at his photos before the competition, the stron-
ger were his vows to stay in shape.  

Looking into the future, Mike is working to lose 3-4% 
more body fat, eventually gain 15lb of muscle and suc-
cessfully complete his degree in Health Care Adminis-
tration from Thomas Edison State College, based out 
of New Jersey. It has been a struggle to keep up on 
classes and also helping with the kids and keeping up 
on the house and that is why Mike has made it a habit 
getting up so early in the morning and hitting the gym.   

Mike says, the best part about the competition was 
looking at the pictures each week and being able to 
see the difference and watching his body change.  He 
was also proud of himself for going to the gym on his 
own and getting creative with the workouts.  Even 
though there was that weakness to indulge in decadent 
foods here and there, Mike’s self-control came into 
play when he would see his “before” pictures and looks 
forward to staying healthy, lean and motivated!  
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The holidays. That wonderful time of year filled with family, fun, happiness and cheer. It’s a 

time to enjoy one another, relax, renew personal ties and reflect on the year as a whole. But with 

all the wonder of the season, there’s a dirty downside clients face within the busiest six weeks of 

the year: stress, anxiety, depression, monetary pressure, time constraints, and an abundance of 

emotions (and not just for the clients). 

It’s that time of year when the hard work our clients have put into changing their lives finds 

a slippery slope into renewing bad habits. As we all understand, change is difficult for many 

without the additional stress of the holidays. In fact, several studies have indicated that holidays 

exacerbate stress, which can lead to overconsumption of food, alcohol and poor overall choices 

(Greenberg Quinland Rosner Research, 2006; Wider, 2003).

Three French Hens, 
Two Turtle Doves & a 

Change Your Client Can Stick With
By Chere Lucett
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 Stress affects everyone differently. Given the aptitude to be more kinesthetic, fitness profession-

als may find solace in physical outlets and because of our healthy desires we may find it easier to 

stick with our nutritional habits. We may not find ourselves knee-deep in chocolate candy wrap-

pers or lying on the couch for hours exhausted from emotional stress because the in-laws are 

coming into town.

We know the tips and tricks to avoiding food triggers and we can do so with ease. But our clients 

don’t seem to have the same ability. Even with all the solid advice you give them each holiday 

season, they still end up losing the battle to the holiday buffet table. It’s an exhausting tug-of-war 

for you and the client, and in the end, you won’t win. 

Imagine being caught up in all the frenzy of the season, feeling significantly more stress and anx-

iety from dealing with holiday pressures (is Aunt Jane coming to dinner? Is she still a vegetari-

an? Did I get the right present for John? How am I going to afford Susan’s gift she asked Santa 

for?) and then, on top of that, being asked to incorporate 10 strategies to overcome the buffet ta-

ble, navigate a booze-filled party, avoid overeating mashed potatoes, and make time for the hours 

of exercise you were asked to get in to compensate for the poor food choices your trainer knew 

you would make. There’s just too much mental and emotional clutter for any client to survive 

unscathed (and without some added pounds) from the holidays.

So as professionals, what is the best way to help guide our clients through the holidays without 

ruining their current success or digging themselves deeper into the weight loss hole? 

It’s simple. Ask them to do less, not more. Instead of throwing the kitchen sink of tips, tricks, 

and strategies at our clients to help them cope, strip clients of the clutter and ask them to do less. 

In fact, ask them to focus on ONE thing this holiday season to help them stay on track and no 

more than one.
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Change does not come easy, especially in the midst of chaos. Between the id and the ego, as Freud 

describes our two sides of being (ration and emotion), or as University of Virginia psychologist Jon-

athon Haidt brilliantly describes as the elephant and the rider (Haidt, 2006), we are led by our emo-

tions (the elephant) while our reason sits atop the elephant as the rider. The rider is relatively small in 

comparison to the elephant and if ever the rider and the elephant disagree, the rider will be powerless 

to control the elephant. Our clients struggle between the two systems of reason and emotion constant-

ly. For example, when our clients are faced with a buffet table of cakes and cookies, their emotional 

“elephant” wants a quick payoff (grab a few cakes and cookies). The rider, their reason, can keep 

the emotional “elephant” in check for a short period of time (we call that willpower), but trying to 

control the elephant for too long will exhaust the rider. In the book, Switch: How to Change Things 

When Change is Hard, the authors point to several studies that indicate self-control is an exhaustible 

resource. The bigger the change the individual is being asked to face, the more it will end up sap-

ping their self-control (Heath & Heath, 2010). And that is how your clients end up with a plate full 

of cakes and cookies, gobbling them down with wild abandon. The elephant is just too strong for the 

rider.

So to help get your clients safely past the next six weeks, here are four things you can do with each 

and every client that will help them stay on target through the holidays:

1. Assess the situation & uncover the issue.

Everyone is different and every client will have different obstacles during the holidays. A lot of those 

obstacles may not even truly be related to food; over-eating may end up being the side effect as noted 

above. So take the time with each client to dig a bit and uncover the deeper issues. Sit down togeth-

er and assess what your client feels are the biggest struggles they will face throughout the holidays. 

Help them identify their top three major obstacles and then work with them to determine which one 

obstacle creates the biggest problem for them.

Identify the three struggles:
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“Okay, Elaine, we talked about how the holiday affects you. You feel extremely tired, you end up stressed 

because of all the things you feel you need to do to make the holiday perfect for everyone, and you feel 

like you have no time to do anything for yourself. Those things contribute to your struggle with perform-

ing your workouts and willpower at mealtimes.” (Elaine struggles with fatigue, stress and time and those 

items exhaust her ability to stick with her food and exercise plan.)

Target the source of the problem:

“Elaine, after talking we determined that out of the three struggles, time is your biggest problem. With so 

much to do, not having enough time to run errands, cook and get your workouts in, increases your stress 

level and is stopping you from sleeping at night. Is that correct?” (Elaine now realizes that time is her en-

emy.) You’ve uncovered the real issue, time. If Elaine can manage her time more efficiently, this can help 

reduce her stress and increase her sleep as well as fit in a workout – leaving her feeling more peaceful and 

less fatigued. (And hopefully, less inclined to bury her feelings in a basket of biscuits.)

2. Shrink the change.

For clients to get through the holidays without reverting to their old bad habits, they need to be able to change 

their behavior (or stick with the changes you have helped them instill). This isn’t easy, especially in the face of so 

much pressure the holidays bring. So shrink the change – make it so small they can’t help but win every single day. 

Focus on one small change throughout the entire 6 weeks that can help them walk away from the holiday season 

feeling victorious.

“Elaine, we uncovered that was your biggest obstacle. You felt like you didn’t have enough time to get 

everything done, including your exercise plan, and that made you feel stressed, anxious and it kept you up 

at night worrying about how much you needed to do. So I have one goal for you this holiday season – and 

it has to do with time. I have a solution to help you gain more time: set your alarm for 10 minutes earlier 

each day. Do you think you can do that?”

Once you both agree on a solution to help Elaine gain more time in her day, Elaine must buy into the 

small change and it should seem so simple to her that she feels like it’s a no-brainer – of course she can 

accomplish it. In this case – only 10 minutes extra each day seems so simple to add. 
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3. Motivate their “elephant”

Once you have a small change plan, you need to appeal to their emotional side. Emotions are the big, powerful elephants 

that move people toward (or away) from their goals. Help clients see or feel the change you want them to stick with. Re-

member, emotional appeals often work better than simply instructing clients on what to do.

In the case of Elaine, time was her issue. She didn’t feel like she had enough time to get everything done and her 

workout. So to appeal to her elephant, the very next session, we put her through a ten-minute workout session. 

We made sure the session could be done at home, it was intense enough to get her sweaty and it was no more 

than 10 minutes.  At the end, she walked away drenched, feeling accomplished and couldn’t believe that it only 

took her 10 minutes to accomplish. She felt how much she could get done in ten minutes. And it helped her un-

derstand that she could get her workout done – and many more things – within a shorter time frame.

4. Provide simple, clear instruction. 

After you have identified the real issues holding your clients hostage during the holidays and together you have deter-

mined one small action they can take each day to help them stay on track, the last step is making sure the path, or direc-

tion you provide, is crystal clear. The client should walk away knowing exactly what is expected and how they are to 

accomplish the task. Do not leave any wiggle room, or questions in their mind. The more direct, the better.

“Elaine, to help you get through the holidays without moving backwards, we talked about helping you make 

time to get everything done, including your workouts. We agreed that you would set your alarm to wake up 10 

minutes earlier each day. In addition, I have created a ten-minute bodyweight workout for you to do on Monday, 

Wednesday and Friday right after you wake up. Each time the workout is completed, I want you to check the 

completed box on the workout sheet.” 
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Summary

The holiday season is overpowering, even for those with the strongest of willpower. There are far too many internal and 

external pressures, stresses and anxieties to expect clients to remember a list of do’s and don’ts to get them through the 

holidays without gaining a few extra pounds. All the tips, tricks and expert advice won’t stop an “elephant” from leading 

its rider off the right path. So instead, help them focus. Give them one small, accomplishable task that will help influ-

ence the behavior you want to see them maintain during the season. The smaller the better because you want your clients 

to survive the holidays feeling victorious. That will not only help instill the behavior long-term, it will allow them to 

also enjoy their holidays, instead of dreading them. Happy Holidays!
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Side Bar 1

Fifty-six percent of survey respondents cite they eat to reduce stress versus thirty-eight percent during the year; thir-
ty-percent report they turn to alcohol as their stress reliever versus eighteen percent during the year. Inactivity is cited 
as the top stress reliever for both men and women during the holidays, while comfort eating increases from one in four 
people who turn to food to help them manage stress, to one in three people (Greenberg Quinland Rosner Research, 
2006).

Chere Lucett
With 20 years experience within the fitness indus-
try, Chere is a passionate professional leveraging 
advanced expertise in fitness and nutrition to 
produce high-quality health and fitness programs, 
content, education, marketing campaigns and 
products. When she’s not writing or training, she’s 
trying to teach her Labradoodles to stay off the 
couch!
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Femoroacetabular 
Impingement (FAI) Course
Femoroacetabular impingement or “FAI” is a condi-
tion of too much friction in the hip joint. Basically, 
the femoral head (ball) and acetabulum (socket) rub 
abnormally creating damage to the hip joint.

With a greater population of mid-
dle-aged and older fitness members, 
FAI is one of the most common af-
flictions causing severe hip pain. Get 
ahead of the curve and while earning 
CEU’s. 

Order today!  

Now only   
Use the coupon Code: NTRF78 

upon checkout

Earn CEU’s and Learn about FAI 

Call or Click Today!
NCCPT.com

800 778 6060

$59.95

$19.95!

http://www.nccpt.com/store/products/femoroacetabular-impingement-fai/1623
http://www.nccpt.com/store/products/femoroacetabular-impingement-fai/1623
http://www.nccpt.com/store/products/femoroacetabular-impingement-fai/1623
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aW8-KmOYqKo
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People, pick your head up!
By Debra Weldon

I’ve been club hopping lately, no not the kind where liquor is abundantly available, 
however the music’s been loud and people are sweating!  Fitness clubs. With the 
wide availability of Groupons and a need to recover from major surgery and a spell 
with comfort food, I decided to see what other group fitness instructors were doing.     
 Recently I’ve been taking cycling classes. I’m not a pro cyclist. I’m an experienced 
group fitness instructor and author of a group fitness certification course available 
at NCCPT. My critique is from a group fitness specialist point of view.
Class #1   I signed up for a cycling class. I was warmly welcomed by the owner who 
was also teaching the class. He assisted in adjusting my bike by clipping my foot in 
the pedal, (a bit awkward).
I noticed the front row was filled with a small group of people that appeared to be 
‘regulars’.  The music began and the class proceeded to warm up. On this particular 
day the instructor decided not to ride and instructed class while walking around 
with a hand held mic. With no introduction, no bike tips, like….where’s the brake?  
Not one instruction.   The instructor cranked up the music and told us to start 
pedaling as fast as we can. I never heard the word cadence mentioned once. And 
worst of all, proper form was a free for all. The art of taking a class on an imaginary 
ride which was first created by Johnny G, the founder of Spin was lost.  If I wasn’t 
a seasoned rider, I too would have been lost.  I occasionally glanced towards the 
front row and saw legs spinning faster than I’ve ever seen and three of the four 
riders had their forehead on the handle bars.  I thought; yikes…pick your heads up.  
Please, tell me when this is proper cycling form in, or out of class?  Some may think, 
‘You don’t need to look ahead as you’re not traveling.  I say hog wash!  Proper form 
at all time. The music is what got me through the class. 

Femoroacetabular 
Impingement (FAI) Course
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Class #2.   I walked into the lobby where I met a different instructor. 
Yay, I thought.  He introduced himself and asked, “is this your first 
cycling class”? I said, “No second at this studio”.  He said I could tell 
you cycle. I thought , “really, and how could he tell that?”   He was 
trying to build this class and asked me if I had any feedback to share 
with him after class because, “I want to do what the participant’s 
want.”  Thoughtful request. After all, this isn’t our workout as in-
structors, but the participants. I mounted my bike and he helped 
me adjust the seat.  The music started, the instructor got on his bike 
and told us to start cycling. Again, no introduction, no instruction!  
Throughout the class the cadence was fast to double time. He kept 
yelling left, right, left, right, but not to the rhythm of the cadence. I 
thought, no need to yell dude, you have a microphone! I rarely saw 
his cadence change.  Heading towards the end of class we finally get 
to climb. He instructs, “Turn your resistance to eight out of ten, (ten 
being the hardest) and ride all the way, double time.”  I thought, “the 
heck I will!” I’m all for hammer out 
the sprint, but, I’m not feeling that 
fit. The fact is, most people that at-
tend these classes are not pro Pelo-
ton riders. Perhaps you’ve seen 
them pedaling up the famous climbs 
of France, Italy and Spain at high 
cadences. The general population of 
indoor cyclists need to be remind-
ed that when faced with a hill, your 
cadence is dependent but not exclu-
sive to the grade of the hill; it’s also 
your fitness level and your previous 
training. It’s not a one size fits all.
Both classes lacked the principle 
behind the term ‘specificity of exer-
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cise’ which means that as much as possible, mimicking the specific movement of 
activity or sport; in this case, cycling. Both classes lacked the type of instruction 
that makes class participants safe and feeling generally cared for.
I’ll continue on to more classes but unfortunately I’ll be one of those members 
who at times drifts off and does their own thing. Not what group exercise is sup-
posed to be, unless one is modifying a specific move  the instructor is teaching.  
Most people can pass a personal training or group fitness certificate. But not all 
possess what it takes to be good at it. Be the exception. As instructors, introduce 
yourself, say hello, I’m happy you’re here! Strive to educate whatever it is you’re 
instructing. Teach proper form.  
Wouldn’t it be great if class participants took away from their training the gener-
al understanding and concept that in most things we strive to look strong; head, 
held high, chest lifted, shoulders relaxed and elbows slightly bent. Be determined 
to help the masses, pick their head up!

-Debra Weldon
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Obtaining a good education, specific to 
exercise training, is to empower the coach 
or personal trainer with a solid foundation 
in science. This is particularly important to 
the subject of biomechanics. This said, the 
primary goal of this article is to reinforce a 
perspective of exercise training in general. 
This perspective is:

The Importance of Biomechanics 
in Exercise Instruction

 Biomechanics is concerned with 
the internal and external forces that 
act on the human body and the effects 
produced by these forces.  Most bio-
mechanics textbooks state two primary 
goals for biomechanics in exercise train-
ing: performance enhancement and 
injury prevention/rehabilitation. Bio-
mechanics enhances performance by 
using mechanical principles to improve 
an individual’s technique, the equipment 
they use (machine engineering), and to 
modify specific technique and training 
protocols the coach or trainer imple-

ments to help an individual achieve their 
goals. Similarly, for injury prevention and 
rehabilitation, biomechanics is used to de-
velop techniques that reduce the chance 
of injury.

 What is the goal of a coach or 
personal fitness trainer? To help trainees 
reach their goals in the most efficient, ef-
fective, and safest way possible. Compare 
this statement with the goals of biome-
chanics – to reach goals (performance 
enhancement) in the most efficient, ef-
fective, and safest (injury prevention) way 
possible.

Learn that healthy thinking leads to 
healthy eating with Lily Hills- Eating Psy-
chology Coach, Speaker and Radio Show 
Host, Author of The Body Love Manual 
- #1 Amazon Bestseller. How to Love the 
Body You Have As You Create the Body 
You Want - WINNER USA Book News 
National Best Books Award in Health.

Exercise is simply a mechanical stress 
placed on the body to which the body 
will adapt.

In order to fully understand this perspec-
tive and its importance, one must be 
willing to accept three premises.

.1 CEU 

Article!
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Premise #1
The primary physiological effects of exercise 
(both good and bad) are in direct response to the 
mechanical stress placed on the body.
 Exercise can be seen as a mechanical 
stress (Force/Area), placed on the body where 
the body must accept forces from external 
sources and respond by creating the appropriate 
internal forces (from the muscles and connec-
tive tissue) to create the appropriate movement. 
These stressors (both externally and internally) 
stimulate the physiological adaptations within 
the body. These physiological adaptations may 
be structural (adaptations to connective tissue 
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such as muscle, bone, and fascia) or functional (neuromuscular adaptations such as 
motor learning).

  Premise #2
In order to facilitate the proper adaptations for our trainees, we have to understand 
forces, how they are applied (how much, in what direction, over what range of motion, 
and at what speed), and how the tissues of the body will adapt to those forces.

 Put simply, understanding forces and their effects are at the core of physical 
training ideologies. Coaches and trainers must remember that there are forces on 
us all the time (whether something is moving or not). If there is movement, there is a 
force that caused that movement.

Premise #3
Proper understanding and implementation of biomechanics is essential in all aspects 
of training (Assess – Design – Instruct – Reassess).

Much of the assessment process consists of postural and movement assessments. 
These assessments look at how the client’s body has adapted to forces imposed 
upon it over time. These assessments may indicate certain kinetic chain imbalances 
(short/tight muscles on one side of a joint) that need to be addressed. Identifying any 
deficit using assessment protocols must be addressed to ensure all forces are prop-
erly placed (optimal technique).
 As previously stated, understanding how the body is going to adapt to the 
biomechanical stresses placed upon it is 
essential to individualized program design. 
The exercises chosen (and how they will be 
implemented) are based on the client’s goals 
and needs and your knowledge of how to 
make them adapt safely and efficiently. Once 
the exercises are chosen, exercise instruc-
tion is the area coaches and personal trainers 
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associate with the importance of biomechanics. Put simply, understanding basic 
biomechanics is the basis of proper technique instruction. Optimizing technique 
in every exercise used ensures the forces in that movement are stressing the 
tissues correctly to ensure reaching goals and minimizing the risk of injuries.
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The Shoulder: 
Understanding the science 

behind both movement and dysfunction

By Chris Gellert, PT, MMusc & Sportsphysio, MPT, CSCS, AMS
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Introduction

The shoulder is a complex joint. That is involved in daily activities such as getting 
dressed or reaching into a cupboard.  Because the shoulder is truly a ball and socket 
joint, providingit to move freely in six different motions, this makes it more susceptible 
to injury. In this article, we will review the anatomy of the shoulder, common injuries to 
the shoulder, functional assessments and training strategies to work with clients with 
previous shoulder injuries.  

The learning objectives of this CEU article are to:

1. Review the functional anatomy and biomechanics of the shoulder and how it 
moves. 

2. Be able to understand the difference between impingement syndrome, rotator 
cuff repair, and shoulder bursitis with respect to mechanism of injury and medical 
treatment of each condition.

3. Learn and be able to perform functional assessments of the shoulder.

4. Understand how the evidenced based research on how to train clients who either 
have or had a history of impingement syndrome, rotator cuff repair and bursitis.

5. Be able to design individualized periodized training programs, and understand 
recommended vs. contraindicated exercises for each shoulder dysfunction that are 
practical and integrative in nature. 

Functional Anatomy

Let’s look at two common functional tasks that everyone performs on a daily basis. 
The first is getting dressed. The movement of putting a shirt on, biomechanically, 
requires the shoulder to undergo initial horizontal adduction, elbow flexion, then 
shoulder abduction and external rotation. Anatomically, the posterior deltoid 
contracts during horizontal abduction, supraspinatus and medial deltoid abduct the 
shoulder, while teres minor and infraspinatus externally rotates the shoulder.
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a. Getting dressed

Figure 1. Getting Dressed Figure 2. Medial deltoid and supraspinatus

b. Reaching into cupboard

Figure 3. Reaching into a cupboard

Figure 4. Anterior Deltoid

Figure 5. Coracobrachialis 
Fig 3

Fig 4

Fig 5

The process of reaching into the 
cupboard biomechanically requires 
shoulder flexion as seen in Figure 
3. Here during shoulder flexion, the 
humerus glides inferiorly(down) on 
the glenoid cavity. Anatomically, the 
anterior deltoid and coracobrachialis 
flex the shoulder.
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Basic anatomy 

Let’s look at the shoulder anatomically There are four major joints within the shoulder 
complex, which include the glenohumeral joint, acromioclavicular joint, sternoclavicular joint 
and scapulothoracic joint. 

                         

 Figure 6. Joints within the shoulder complex 
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Muscles

The four primary muscles that make up the rotator cuff include: supraspinatus, infraspinatus,  
teres minor and subscapularis. These four muscles provided stability and are involved in multiple  
daily activities, such as reaching, lifting, getting dressed and throwing a ball. Per the research, the 

supraspinatus muscle is the weakest of the four rotator cuff muscles, is poorly vascularized and  
is the most often surgically repaired.

Supraspinatus muscle         Infraspinatus muscle   Teres minor muscle  Subcapularis muscle

Side raises the arm             Externally rotates the arm Externally rotates the arm  Internally rotates the arm 

Figure 7. Rotator cuff muscles

Biomechanics

1. During shoulder flexion and abduction(side raising, there is 120 degrees of movement that 
occurs at the glenohumeral joint and 60 degrees at the scapulothoracic joint. This is called 
the scapulohumeral rhythm, (SHR) as seen in figure 8. SHR is defined as the movement 
relationship between the humerus and the scapula during arm raising movements.

2. As seen in figure 8, the humerus slides down in the glenoid cavity as the scapula rotates.

3. A force couple is formed during abduction(side raising) of the shoulder. The importance 
of this force couple(figure 9), is that when these low trapezius and searattus anterior are 
working synergistically, they biomechanically together cause upward rotation of the scapula 
on the thorax. This upward rotation of the scapula on the thorax is required to raise them 
arm to the side. Individuals suffering from impingement syndrome and rotator cuff repair 
have an altered rthym as seen in the figure below. 
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 Figure 8. Normal Scapulohumeral Rhythm   Figure 9. A force couple is 
formed by the low trapezius and 
serratus anterior causing  upward 
rotation and gliding of the scapula                                                                                           
on the thorax

Figure 10. Abnormal scapular rthym

Muscle imbalances

When physical therapists assess the shoulder and upper body, the upper trapezius is 
typically tight and strong, however, the low trapezius, rhomboids, external rotators 
are weak from a clinical perspective. Based on this clinical information, it is important 
to stretch tight muscles, such as the upper trapezius, then strengthen the weak phasic 
muscles, such as the low trapezius, rhomboids, serratus anterior, external rotators and 
scapular stabilizers.
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Common injuries and causes

There are different types of injuries the shoulder can sustain. The most common of the shoulder   
are impingement syndrome, rotator cuff repair and sprain. In this next section, we will review  
each condition providing a deeper understanding of each. 

a.    Impingement syndrome  

Mechanism of injury/pathophysiology: Shoulder impingement may be either primary or  
secondary, diagnosed by physicians. There are two types of shoulder impingement, which is  
described below.

1. Primary (Mechanical) impingement: Is caused by a mechanical dysfunction such as bursa,  
acromioclavicular joint, acromion, humerus or rotator cuff/supraspinatus tendon beneath the 
coracromial arch. This is a mechanical problem that may result from sub acromial crowding.  
This can be directly attributed to the size or the acromion(typically type II or type III).

2. Secondary (Structural) impingement: Is caused by a relative decrease in subacromial space 
caused by instability of the glenohumeral joint, tight posterior capsule and weakness of  
scapulothoracic musculature.

· Decrease in subacromial space comprises the supraspinatus tendon, predisposing it 
to micro tears leading to degeneration and ultimately tearing.

· Tightness of the posterior capsule causes the humerus to migrate into the  
acromioclavicular joint.

· Weakness of scapulothoracic muscles leads to abnormal positioning of the scapula. 

b. Rotator cuff repair

Mechanism of injury/pathophysiology: Commonly occurs as a result of a traumatic  
accident or fall and is graded from one to three in severity. They are classified as acute,  
chronic, degenerative, partial or full-thickness tears. 
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How dysfunctions develop:

· Impingement between the humeral head and coracromial arch occurs from repetitive loads.

· With aging(degenerative), the farthest portion of the supraspinatus tendon is particularly 
vulnerable to impingement or stress from overuse. Osteophytes(Calcification deposits)  develop 
resulting in decreased sub acromial space leading to continuous micro trauma and  eventual gradual 
tears. 

· In Athletes, weakness of the rotator cuff(supraspinatus, infraspinatus particularly) results 

in humeral head repositioning superiorly(up) impinging the rotator cuff(RTC).  
This impingement leads to degenerative changes and gradual or sudden tears result.  

Medical treatment: Indications for surgery, include failure to make progress after 4  
to 6 months of conservative care, or an acute full-thickness tear in an active individual  
younger than 50 years of age.

c. Shoulder bursitis 

Mechanism of injury: Bursitis occurs as a result of overuse 
with repeated motions to the shoulder or overhead, 
which stresses, irritating the sub deltoid bursa and lateral 
shoulder musculature.

Medical treatment: Physical therapy(modalities are used 
such as electric stimulation to relax  
musculature and connective tissue as well as ROM and 
stretching exercises).

Figure 11. Shoulder bursitis
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Common assessments

There are a few shoulder assessments that can prove to be effective.

a.  Wall Push up test

With men shirt off, women wearing a 
sports bra, have the client place arms 
shoulder width on  
wall with feet equal distance. Instruct 
them to lean forward(nose towards 
wall) and push back 

to starting position. *Look for shaking 
or juttering of shoulder(could indicate 
either weakness 

or potential instability)

àWinging of scapula indicates 
weakness of serratus anterior as seen 
in the figure below.

Figure 12. Wall push up test

b.     Reach behind back test

 Figure 13. Reaching behind their back 

· Instruct the client to reach behind their 
back and raise their hand as far as they up 
towards their spine.

· Mark this(the spinal segment)-serves as an 
objective improvement for measuring and 
improving internal rotation of shoulder.

· Then repeat on the opposite arm.
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Training strategies and programming for shoulder injuries

a.   Impingement syndrome 

Recommendations for training/specific exercises with rationale:

· Continuation of posterior capsule stretching 

· Strengthening serratus anterior and low trapezius together 

· Scapular retraction exercises such as mid row with cable machine and low 
trapezius 

strengthening will decrease the load to front of the shoulder.

· External rotation strengthening: ideal is side lying which is more isolative for  
teres minor and infraspinatus recruitment(decreases the load to the anterior 
shoulder).

 Figure 14. Seated mid row exercise Figure 16. Serratus anterior srengthening
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 Figure 15. Low trapezius with theratubing

Exercises AVOIDED with impingement syndrome:

· Behind the neck press exercise-exercise requires the shoulder to start in a lateral and 
abducted position. This pulls the shoulder into a retracted position, while externally 
rotated and biomechanically “impinges” the rotator cuff. 

· Shoulder press creates direct axial loading to the acromioclavicular joint,  
supraspinatus and the sub deltoid bursa.

· Upright row-during this exercises the arm is maintained in an internally rotated 
position throughout the entire range of motion

b. Rotator cuff repair

Recommendations for rotator cuff training: Extremely important to consult with  
Orthopedic surgeon/supervising MD as well as client’s physical therapist to determine 
at  
what stage the person is. Upper body exercises that are safe based on biomechanics 
include: 

· Low trap pull downs with cable standing or tubing 

· Seated mid row, one arm DB row, seated reverse flyes(posterior deltoid)

· External rotation with cable/tubing, seated reverse flyes, seated dumbbell side  
raises(once medically cleared and at least 4 months tissue healing)

· Core strengthening exercises that are safe include; standing trunk rotation with  
cable/tubing, diagonal with cable tandem in place lunge, planks, planks with ball, 
trunk rotation with forward lunge.

Exercises that are contraindicated include with rationale: 

· Seated DB shoulder press(creates excessive load to the medial deltoid).

· Lat pull downs behind the head(at end or range places greatest stress on all  
glenohumeral ligaments as well as on the labrum). 

· Barbell squats(places compressive and loading forces on the surgical graft). 

· Upright row(at end of range-shoulder is maximally internally rotated which places 
stress on all glenohumeral ligaments, labrum and connective tissue).
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· Supine dumbbell pullovers(places greatest stress on the anterior capsule and joint).

c.  Shoulder Bursitis

Recommendations for training

· Continuation of stretching pectoral and upper trapezius muscles. 

· Strengthening the posterior upper extremity is key.  Scapular retraction  
exercises such as mid row with cable machine, bent over mid row, and low trapezius  
strengthening all decrease the load to front of the shoulder.

· External rotation strengthening: ideal is side lying which is more isolative for  
teres minor and infraspinatus recruitment(decreases the load to the anterior shoulder).

· Avoidance initially of shoulder press and side raises. It is important to reintegrate  
these exercises slowly.

Summary

The shoulder is a complex unit that is comprised of a multitude of ligaments, tendons, 
connective tissue, muscles that synergistically initiate and correct movement, and 
stabilize when an unstable environment. Understanding the anatomy, biomechanics 
and weak links

of the shoulder, common injuries and evidenced based training strategies, should 
provide you with the insight to better understand and work with clients with these 
kind of injuries more confidently.

Chris is the CEO of Pinnacle Training & Consulting 
Systems(PTCS). A continuing education company, that 
provides educational material in the forms of home 
study courses, live seminars, DVDs, webinars, articles 
and min books teaching in-depth, the foundation science, 
functional assessments and practical application behind 
Human Movement, that is evidenced based. Chris is both a 
dynamic physical therapist with 14 years experience, and 
a personal trainer with 17 years experience, with advanced 
training, has created over 10 courses, is an experienced 
international fitness presenter, writes for various websites 
and international publications, consults and teaches 
seminars on human movement. For more information, 
please visit www.pinnacle-tcs.com.
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Strength, agility, and dedication are a few 
attributes of an effective personal trainer. 
But it is power and might that make you 
exceptional. 

At the age of seven, Steven J. Wong took 
up martial arts and trained relentlessly 
at least five times a week, while his par-
ents tended to their family restaurant in 
the Greater Toronto area.  The more Ste-
ven watched his idol Bruce Lee, the more 
dedicated he grew to the sport. By the 
age of fourteen, Steven had achieved his 
third degree black belt in tae kwon do, and 
continued to be his own harshest critic. He 
said, “If my instructor’s kicks were better 
than mine, I would work day and night 
until my techniques were perfected.” 

STEVEN WONG

By Hamed Hamad
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Upon earning his black belt, Steven joined 
kung fu clubs in Oakville and in Toronto 
specializing in Hung Gar, one of the most 
aggressive styles of martial arts. At that 
stage, “it was all about internal energy and 
power,” he said. The mission of his kung 
fu club was to develop a technique that 
created the utmost power within you. For 
instance, holding deep traditional stances 
for 20 minutes per position was a common 
warm-up practice, proving that martial 
arts was about attaining foundational pow-
er and not just a belt. Steven said, “It was 
meant only for people with extreme men-
tal strength.” 

Steven continued martial arts into his 
college years at the University of Toron-
to, and also played varsity badminton 
for the school – the only sport his father 
had played with him as a child. Steven 
excelled not only at badminton, but also 
at any sports that involved quick think-

ing, agility, and power. He even instruct-
ed tennis for six years after graduating. 
Even though working out was important 
to stay fit and be on a sports team, Steven 
said that building excessive muscle mass 
had nothing to do with performance. The 
mission was to build explosive power and 
technique, and exert the utmost power in 
your throws, kicks, and swings. 

The more Steven combined martial arts 
with sports, the more endless the possi-
bilities of his career became. Not too long 
after finishing college, his martial arts 
skills translated into a profession as an 
executive protection specialist, where he 
worked as a bodyguard to stars such as 
Madonna and Janet Jackson. It was at 
that point that Steven’s celebrity clientele  
row. With each year, his VIP list consis-
tently expands, and this summer was no 
different as he travelled to the east coast of 
Canada to train some pro athletes, includ-
ing NHL superstar Dion Phaneuf, captain 
of the Toronto Maple Leafs; actress Elisha 
Cuthbert; and multiple Olympic medalist 
Elvis Stojko. Steven has worked with elite 
athletes in almost every pro sport and con-
tinues to expand his impressive roster.

In 2013, Steven accepted the position of 
national director for the Canadian Na-
tional Mixed Martial Arts Federation and 
was appointed as the head strength and 
conditioning coach for Team Canada. For 
Steven, personally training professional 
athletes, celebrities and/or everyday ded-
icated people requires the same work and 
discipline. Those who turn to him, do so be-
cause of his ability to harmonize the power 
producing techniques of martial arts with 
his own professional personal training. 
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As his client roster grew, Steven con-
tinued to document all the notable tech-
niques that he has used for himself and 
others over the course of 20 years, such 
as resistance training, plyometric train-
ing, power production, and martial arts. 
In addition, Steven has kept every piece 
of fitness-training equipment he has ever 
used: slide boards, slam balls, med balls, 
power racks, Olympic bumper plates, 
smith machines, cables and pulleys, 
TRX, and even a whole body vibration 
machine. Despite being equipped with 
all these gadgets, Steven was still on the 
search for a system that incorporated all 
of them in one program.

In the spring of 2014, Steven did his own 
research and came across NCCPT. For the 
first time in his professional career, Ste-
ven says he finally found a certification 
company that encompassed many of the 
beneficial and functional modalities that 
he specialized in throughout the years. 
Upon obtaining his certification that same 
year from NCCPT, Steven was on his way 
to developing one of the most effective 
and versatile performance training sys-
tems in the world, which he named Wong-
Mania (http://www.WongMania.com). 

Within months of its inception, WongMania 
has been more than well received by the 
fitness community. The system includes as-
pects such as pre-hab, preventative and cor-
rective techniques, neuromuscular activa-
tion, nutrition, metabolic circuits, explosive 
power development, agility and speed train-
ing and of course, martial arts, all of which 
have been certified, scientifically proven, 
and laboratory tested. All of Steven Wong’s 
exercises, techniques, and guidelines center 
around his number-one goal: “To achieve 
the highest athletic ability, while improving 
your quality of life.” 

With that said, it brings us the utmost pride 
to name Steven Wong as NCCPT’s Featured 
Personal Trainer as we ring in the New Year! 
For more information on Steven or to con-
nect with him personally, visit http://www.
stevenjwong.com/ 

http://www.stevenjwong.com/
http://www.stevenjwong.com/
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Lonon, Erin
Lott, Michael
Magurno, Jason
Mares, Bob
Marklein, Amanda
Mazzuca, Nicholas
Mcclanahan, Diana
McCluskey, Mike
McNair, Zach
Miaskowski, Tom 
Michaelis-Woodard, Bryan
Moya, Luis
Mullins, Andrew
Mundula, Samuel
Munk, Ryan
Murray Jr., Ronald
Napolitano, Joline
Neman, Heather
Nguyen, Misha Michelle
Nochimson, Eric
Norris, Bridgit
Northwick, Robert
O’Loughlin, David
Orogel, Esteban
Ortega, Angel
Owens, Alexis
Paret, Frantz
Parsons, Kim
Perego, Andrew
Piraro, Jessica
Powell, Kristina
Quiroga, Amanda
Ramirez, David 
RedHorse, Misti Shea

Rembert, Michelle
reyes, pablo
Ricker, Colemun
Riggins, Joseph
Rivera, Michael 
Roach, Jamie
Santana, Christian
Schadt, Cherri
Schmand, Carly
Skinner, Andrew
Smith, Joel
Smith, Nikki
Snyder, Shelbi
Sortore, Lidia
Stanley, Sandra
Staz, Dana
Sweeney, Dawna
Swift, Christopher
Thomas, Tyrone
Tindell, Caroline
Tyson, Lori
Vakil, Amir
Van Oosbree, Patrick
Varner, Dominic
Vineyard, Jennifer
Watson, Andre
Weber, Sharon
Weidlich, Grace
Weischedel, Benjamin
Welter, Doug
Westerfield, Anthony
Williams, Frankie
Williams, Paul
Wilson, Jenise
Wilson, Kevin
Wood, Summer
Woods, Zarmena
Yip, Nicholas D



Certified Yoga Instructors

Kickboxing Instructors

Certified Weight 
Management 
Specialists

Allen, Victoria
Estes, Sabrina
Ginder, Stephanie
Jeppsen, Joanna
Latunski, Ryan
mayberry, philip
Pingor, Lindsay
Schwind, Enwei
Troiano, Maureen
Wurdinger, Michaela
Zubek, Ashlee

Wasicki, Antonio

Alton, Crystal
Carter, Katherine
Collier, Amanda
Rudolph, Erick
Schwartz, Stephanie
Thomas, Tina
Weaver, Bonnie



NCCPT.com
Phone: 800.778.6060

Fax: 800.915.5545
facebook.com/NCCPT

info@nccpt.com

http://nccpt.com
http://NCCPT.com
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